Visualizing reaction pathways in photoactive yellow protein from nanoseconds to seconds
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Determining 3D intermediate structures during the biological action of proteins in real time under ambient conditions is essential for understanding how proteins function. Here we use time-resolved Laue crystallography to extract short-lived intermediate structures and thereby unveil signal transduction in the blue-light photoreceptor photoactive yellow protein (PYP) from Halorhodospira halophila. By analyzing a comprehensive set of time-resolved data during the PYP photocycle (forty-seven time points from one nanosecond to one second), we track all atoms in PYP during its photocycle and directly observe how absorption of a blue light photon by its p-coumaric acid chromophore triggers a reversible photocycle. We identify a complex chemical mechanism characterized by five distinct structural intermediates. Structural changes at the chromophore in the early, red-shifted intermediates are transduced to the exterior of the protein in the late, blue-shifted intermediates through an initial “volume-conserving” isomerization of the chromophore and the progressive disruption of hydrogen bonds between the chromophore and its surrounding binding pocket. These results yield a comprehensive view of the PYP photocycle when seen in the light of previous biophysical studies on the system.

In the photoreceptor photoactive yellow protein (PYP) from Halorhodospira halophila, the absorption of a blue light photon by its p-coumaric acid (pCA) chromophore results in a fast trans–cis isomerization that generates a structural signal, ultimately resulting in a negative phototactic response of the bacterium (1). PYP has been studied extensively by visible absorption spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared, resonance Raman, NMR, and crystallography (reviewed in refs. 2 and 3), and was the first member of the Per–Arnt–Sim (PAS) superfamily (4) to have its structure determined (5). Upon exposure to blue light, PYP undergoes a fully reversible photocycle from the dark state, through two early spectroscopic intermediates (I₈ and I₇) (6) that decay quickly to a red-shifted intermediate denoted pR (or I₁). I₇ decays in turn to a blue-shifted state denoted pB (or I₂), which then reverts to the dark state (7–9) (Fig. 1A).

The structure of PYP in the dark state has the canonical α/β Per–Arnt–Sim (PAS) fold supplemented by two N-terminal helices (αA and αA′) packed on the back of its β-sheet (Fig. 1B). The chromophore is covalently linked to the protein through a thioester bond to Cys69 and is stabilized in the dark state as a phenolate anion (10, 11) by a hydrogen bonding network consisting of residues Tyr42, Glu46, and Thr50 (Fig. 1C). The pCA carbonyl oxygen (O1') has a partial negative charge due to the resonance stabilization of the chromophore between phenolic and quinonic forms (12) and makes a hydrogen bond with the backbone amide of Cys69 (Fig. 1C). Access to the completely buried chromophore-binding site might be gated by Arg52, whose closed state is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between its guanidino group and the backbone carbonyl oxygens of Tyr98 and Thr50.

The PYP photocycle (Fig. 1A), deduced from transient visible absorption spectroscopy, is usually described as a simple linear, irreversible progression between intermediate spectroscopic states. However, the existence of biphasic transitions between pR and pB, and pB and the ground state, shows that this mechanism must be an oversimplification (2). Different methodologies (13–17) identify multiple pR- and pB-like species and complex pathways for their interconversions. In the pR-like species, the chromophore hydrogen bonding network is either fully or partially conserved (13, 14), and in the pB-like species, the pCA chromophore is protonated after breakage of the hydrogen bonding network (18). After protonation, structural changes occur in the surrounding protein (19, 20) and involve unfolding of the two N-terminal helices (21, 22). Although direct evidence is lacking (1), it is thought that pB is the signaling state of the protein (2, 3) and that structural changes in the N-terminal helices mediate its signaling activity (3).

Although spectroscopic data have provided useful information on the optical characteristics of PYP intermediates and their kinetics, these data generally provide limited information about their 3D structures. Previous attempts to characterize the high-resolution structures of these intermediates with time-resolved crystallography have either suffered from lower signal-to-noise levels that made data interpretation difficult (23, 24) or did not cover the entire time range of the photocycle (25). In this study, we have collected and analyzed time-resolved crystallographic data from 47 time points during the photocycle of wild-type PYP, spanning the time range from 1 ns to >1 s. We obtain a complete view of the PYP photocycle in the crystal over this time range and reconstruct its pathway for chromophore isomerization via a series of intermediates.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Data Collection. Protein was expressed, purified, and crystallized as described (26, 27). Time-resolved crystallographic data were collected at BioCARS 14-ID-B beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) and at beamline ID09B at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). All experiments were performed in a pump-probe mode with the crystal...
electron density maps (supporting information). Experimental, weighted difference sets of high completeness and redundancy to 1.6-Å resolution factor amplitudes weigh down observations with high experimental errors (30). Weighted averaging of completeness, data from several crystals were merged via for each time point

features. Separation of this mixture into the time-independent range of 6 and data collected at the APS covered the middle to late time range of 1 ns to 10 μs, and data collected at the ESRF covered the early to middle time range of 1 ns to 1.33 s. In total, 47 time points from 1 ns to 1.33 s, spanning the complete photocycle, were analyzed by singular value decomposition (SVD) (see supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site). APS data used laser illumination from both sides of the crystal to significantly increase the extent of photoactivation (28).

For all data sets, time was the fast variable. That is, we collected data at all desired time points at one angular setting; advanced the angular setting to survey a different region of reciprocal space and repeated all time points; and continued in this way until the crystal no longer provided usable data. This method of data collection greatly minimizes systematic errors between time points and facilitates SVD analysis. To facilitate the comparison of the ESRF and APS data sets, the 10-μs time point was taken in all data sets.

Data Processing. All APS data were processed with LAUEVIEW (29), with the exception of data from two crystals. These two data sets and all of the ESRF data were processed with PRECOGNITION (Renz Research, Westmont, IL), a recently developed program for Laue data analysis. Time-resolved experiments yield structure factor amplitudes of the initial, dark state |F₀(hkl)| and time-dependent structure factor amplitudes |F(t)|. From these amplitudes, time-dependent difference structure factor amplitudes ΔF(hkl, t) = |F(hkl, t)| - |F₀(hkl)| are obtained for each time point t. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the completeness, data from several crystals were merged via weighted averaging of ΔF(hkl, t). In this way, we obtained data sets of high completeness and redundancy to 1.6-Å resolution (supporting information). Experimental, weighted difference electron density maps Δρ(t) were then generated by Fourier transformation of wΔF(hkl, t) where w is a weighting factor to weigh down observations with high experimental errors (30):

\[ w = \frac{1}{1 + \sigma^2/(\langle \sigma^2 \rangle)} \]

Kinetic Analysis of Time-Resolved Crystallographic Data. In general, two or more intermediates coexist at each time point in the PYP photocycle. Consequently, each time-dependent difference electron density map Δρ(t) consists of a mixture of difference density features. Separation of this mixture into the time-independent difference electron densities of the intermediates is essential to determine the reaction mechanism and the structure of each intermediate. It has been demonstrated that this deconvolution can be efficiently achieved by SVD analysis (25, 31, 32). In addition, SVD serves as a convenient noise filter. Because of a large difference of the signal-to-noise ratio, we analyzed the ESRF and APS data separately at the SVD stage, but recombined these data when performing posterior analysis, a process in which the experimental difference maps are compared quantitatively with corresponding calculated difference maps generated from the structures of the intermediates and various candidate mechanisms (31). SVD yielded four distinct difference density maps of intermediates. After calculation of difference structure factors (amplitudes and phases) from these intermediate difference densities, difference refinement (33) was performed as described (32, 34) to generate five distinct intermediate structures.

Refinement was performed in SHELX-97 (35), and model building and viewing of electron density maps was performed in XTALVIEW (36). The difference electron density calculated from these structures was then used to elucidate the detailed chemical mechanism in posterior analysis. A number of candidate mechanisms based on the general scheme involving five intermediates identified by SVD were used to fit the data and were assessed by the magnitude of the total squared deviation between experimental and calculated maps over all 47 time points of features above +3σ or below −3σ present in either the experimental or calculated maps.

Results and Discussion

Structural Progression Through the Photocycle. From an initial SVD kinetic analysis of 47 time points from one nanosecond to one second, four relaxation times (τ₁ = 20 ns, τ₂ = 180 μs, τ₃ = 5 ms, and τ₄ = 52 ms) were observed. We generated four intermediate difference density maps based on simple irreversible candidate mechanisms for the ESRF data (α → β) and APS data (β → γ → δ → dark) (see supporting information), where α, β, γ, and δ denote proposed intermediate states. Both the APS and ESRF data contain the β state, and although the APS data has a higher signal-to-noise ratio (see supporting information), close inspection of the ESRF and APS maps shows similar strong difference density features in the chromophore binding pocket (compare Fig. 2 B and G with C and H).

The α and β states, predicted to occur early in the photocycle (from nanoseconds to hundreds of microseconds), show little signal outside the chromophore binding pocket (Fig. 2 F–H). The γ and δ states have difference features in the chromophore-binding pocket similar to those found in pB (18). In the
surrounding protein, the $\gamma$ state (populated in the early millisecond regime) has different features on helix $B$, proximal to the chromophore, whereas the $\delta$ state also has signal on the more distal N-terminal helices $A$ and $A'$, 20 Å distant from the chromophore (32). Thus, we observe a progression of structural signal from the chromophore to the putative signaling region of the protein at the N terminus.

**Intermediate Structures.** The next step in the analysis is to determine whether each of the proposed intermediate maps indeed correspond to a single structure. The $\alpha$, $\gamma$, and $\delta$ states were modeled satisfactorily with single intermediate structures (Fig. 3), whereas the $\beta$ state required two intermediate structures to account for the observed difference electron density (Fig. 3) (see supporting information).

Two of these five room temperature intermediate structures are analogous to those observed in cryotrapping experiments (37), and our results and analysis establish the direct correspondence between the low-temperature intermediates and those in ambient conditions. The first structure identifies the $\alpha$ state

---

**Fig. 2.** Difference electron density maps for distinct chemical states ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\delta$) from an initial kinetic analysis of 47 time points from 1 ns to 1 s. Chromophore-binding pocket ($A$–$E$) and whole protein views ($F$–$J$) of the difference maps associated with the "$\alpha$" ($A$ and $F$) and "$\beta$" ($B$ and $G$) states derived from the ESRF data and from the "$\gamma$" ($C$ and $H$), "$\delta$" ($D$ and $I$), and "$\gamma$" ($E$ and $J$) states from the APS data. Difference maps are contoured at $-4\sigma$ (red), $-3\sigma$ (pink), $+3\sigma$ (cyan), and $+4\sigma$ (blue). These chemical states are in the order of occurrence in time through the photocycle of PYP. The population of the $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\delta$ states are peaked around at nanoseconds, microseconds, milliseconds, and subseconds time range, respectively (see text and Figs. 3 and 4B).

**Fig. 3.** Chromophore-binding pocket views of refined intermediate structures and mechanism for the isomerization and rotation of the pCA chromophore upon absorption of blue light. Five distinct structural intermediates ($I_{CP}$, $pR_{CW}$, $pR_{ES66Q}$, $pB_1$, and $pB_2$) were identified from four chemical states ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\delta$) shown in Fig. 2. $I_{CP}$ is shown twice to demonstrate the biphasic pathways to $pR_{CW}$ and $pR_{ES66Q}$. Isomerization and rotation about single bonds are shown by arrows; hydrogen bonds are dotted. A bicycle pedal mechanism (44), which couples trans–cis isomerization of the $C2-C3$ double bond with rotation about a nonadjacent single bond, is used for the dark state to $I_{CP}$ transition. Further rotations about single bonds result in the $pB_1$ conformation. $pB_2$ reverts thermally to the dark state with no further detectable intermediates.
Table 1. Relevant atom-to-atom distances (in Å), torsional angles (in degrees) and deviation from planarity (DP) of the chromophore (using atoms from the cysteine sulfur of Cys69 to the chromophore phenolate oxygen) of the five structural intermediates during the wild-type PYP photocycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Dark</th>
<th>ICP</th>
<th>pRCW</th>
<th>pRE46Q</th>
<th>pB1</th>
<th>pB2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O4’—Tyr42, Å</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4’—Glu46, Å</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1—Cys69, Å</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr42—Thr50, Å</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N—C—Cl—S, °</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C—Cl—S—C1, °</td>
<td>–84</td>
<td>–97</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>–77</td>
<td>–72</td>
<td>–79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1—S—C1—C2, °</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>–35</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1—S—C1—O1, °</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S—C1—C2—C3, °</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O1, the chromophore carbonyl oxygen; O4’, the chromophore phenolate oxygen; Tyr42, the hydroxyl oxygen of Tyr42; Glu46, the O of Glu46; Cys69, the backbone amide nitrogen of Cys69; Thr50, the O of Thr50; DP, rms. deviation from planarity of the chromophore from the sulfur of Cys 69 to the phenolate oxygen. DPs were calculated by using CCP4 program GOMCALC (48). The dark state structure is from Anderson et al. (46).

The Chemical Kinetic Mechanism of Wild-Type PYP. Generally speaking, our nanosecond to millisecond relaxation times from SVD are similar to those observed in solution (6, 9, 13, 17, 19, 38, 39). Our shortest relaxation time of τ1 = 20 ns is well correlated with a 3-ns decay (6). Time constants measured at later times using various spectroscopic methods (9, 13, 17, 19, 38, 39) are rather scattered, but most experiments independently showed two common time constants: one in the range of ~113–370 μs and another one in the range of ~1.0–10 ms. Our observed relaxation times of τ2 = 180 μs and τ3 = 5 μs fall well within these two ranges, so it appears that our results are in good agreement with other spectroscopic measurements, at least up to the millisecond time range. Relaxation times in the final decay to the ground state show the largest difference compared to those in the solution. Here, a process at τ3 = ~52 ms is observed in the crystal, whereas in solution relaxation times are in the range of ~350–583 ms at about pH 7 (13, 17, 19, 38) and up to 2 s and longer at lower pH values (9, 16). It is plausible that the reversal to the ground state may be faster in the crystal than in solution because of the crystal context. We conclude that the time scales of the photocycle in the crystal and solution broadly match up except the final decay to the ground state.

Most previous attempts to understand the PYP photocycle are based on the apparent relaxation times only. In our approach, we performed a final kinetic analysis (posterior analysis) using the calculated difference density associated with each of the intermediate structures shown in Fig. 3 and the candidate chemical kinetic mechanism shown in Fig. 4A. Our posterior analysis introduces a six-state model with parallel kinetic pathways and transforms four apparent relaxation times from SVD into seven model-specific rate coefficients. We chose this overall mechanism because it is relatively simple, consistent with strong constraints placed by the SVD analysis (see supporting information), and broadly consistent with previously proposed photocycle mechanisms (2). In the proposed mechanism, the first intermediate, ICP (corresponding to the α state), decays in parallel to pRCW and pRE46Q (the β state). These two intermediates both convert to the pB1 intermediate, which then can decay either to pB2 (and subsequently to the dark state) or directly to the dark state. A very good fit in the posterior analysis was obtained by using seven rate coefficients shown in Fig. 4 (see supporting information), which results in the time-dependent relative concentrations for each intermediate shown in Fig. 4B. The direct visualizing power of time-resolved crystallography, combined with the extended time range and improved signal-to-noise ratio represented in this work, revealed the coexistence of two distinct P-rich intermediate structures (pRCW and pRE46Q), which allow us to go one step further in building a more comprehensive mechanism rather than relying on the relaxation times only. The coexistence of two intermediate structures for the P-rich species requires at least two more time constants, as shown in Fig. 4A. In our mechanism, these pRCW and pRE46Q build up with similar time constants (21 ns and 27 ns, respectively), but the decay of pRE46Q (30 μs) is 10 times faster than that of pRCW (333 μs). We note that the presence of two conformations in P was also implied in earlier resonance Raman studies (14), and the two predicted structures are markedly similar to our pRCW and pRE46Q structures, although the time constants related to these structures could not be obtained from resonance Raman studies.

Our mechanism adds one more time constant for the direct decay of the pB1 to the ground state to account for the fast decay...
and the low occupancy of pB2. Therefore, there are two pathways for the return to the ground state: one directly from pB1 and another through pB2. The observed biphasic decay to the dark state with rate coefficients of 55 s\(^{-1}\), 18 ms, 10 ms, and 141 ms, respectively.

Another key finding relates to the latest blue shifted intermediate, pB2: a clear signal at the N terminus (Fig. 2B) in which trans-to-cis isomerization is accompanied by rotation about a single bond, positioned one bond away from the double bond (44). The hydrogen-bonding network is maintained during this correlated rotation (45). Retaining the network generates strain in the chromophore, which now contains the energy required to drive successive steps in the photocycle. The first step is conversion to either pRCW (Fig. 3 Upper or pRE46Q (Fig. 3 Lower). Conversion from ICP to pRCW requires rotation about three single bonds, namely the C\(\alpha\)—C\(\beta\), C\(\beta\)—S and S—C1 single bonds. This pathway partially relieves the strain in the chromophore yet maintains the hydrogen-bonding network.

Conversion from ICP to pRE46Q requires significant rotation only about one bond, namely C\(\alpha\)—S1. This conversion breaks the hydrogen bond between the chromophore and residue 46, but reestablishes the hydrogen bond between the chromophore carbonyl oxygen and the backbone amide of Cys69. Both pRCW and pRE46Q convert to the pB1 chromophore conformation by completely breaking the phenolate oxygen hydrogen-bonding network, with the transition from pRCW requiring additional rotations about the C\(\alpha\)—C\(\beta\) and C\(\beta\)—S bonds. Complete disruption of the hydrogen-bonding network upon formation of pB1 results in structural shifts throughout aB, which are then transduced throughout the protein.

PYP harnesses the energy of the blue light photon by adopting a strained chromophore conformation that maintains its hydrogen-bond network and contains the energy required for further steps in the photocycle. The subsequent breakage of hydrogen bonds results in the fully relaxed cis conformation associated with pB. These structural changes of the chromophore are coupled to the protein to generate a structural signal at its N terminus, which is thought to mediate the biological signaling activity of PYP (3). Structural changes originating at the chromophore are transduced to the N terminus from the chromophore hydrogen bonding network, to helix aB that contains both Tyr42 and Glu46, through a conserved helix capping motif involving the backbone of Asn43, to the N-terminal aA and aA’ helices via the side chain of Asn43. In this manner, changes in chromophore conformation are associated with the differential signaling activity of PYP.

**Conclusions**

Forty-seven time-resolved Laue time points were collected during the wild-type PYP photocycle from 1 ns to 1 s. A kinetic analysis of the data allowed the observation of five distinct structural intermediates during the photocycle. The three early intermediates, which either partially or completely preserve the distal hydrogen bonding network, are identified as red-shifted...
species, whereas the two late intermediates, in which the hydrogen bonding is completely broken, are identified as blue-shifted species. The extended time range and improved signal-to-noise ratio represented in this work now allows us to identify the mixture of $p_{B440}$ and $p_{R18}$ that was not possible in an earlier time-resolved Laue study, enhancing the fitting procedure in the kinetic analysis and defining rate coefficients more accurately. The chromophore isomerization pathway involves “volume-conserving” rotations. The ensuing disruption of the hydrogen bonds to the chromophore phenolate oxygen allows energy absorbed by the chromophore to be released in a controlled fashion to the surrounding protein, resulting in structural changes in the distal two N-terminal helices. These results allow for a comprehensive view of the PYP photocycle when seen in the light of previous biophysical studies on the system.
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